
   X-Wing Miniatures Game

 Star Wars X-Wing
A-Wing Expansion Pack
by FANTASY FLIGHT GAMES

ISBN: 9781616615376
Binding: Unknown 
Series: Star Wars X-wing
Publisher: Fantasy Flight Games
Pub. Date: 2012-10-01
Pages: 
Price: $19.00

Conceived by General Dodonna, the RZ-1 A-wing interceptor proved its worth by crippling Star Destroyers during the Battle of Endor. Now this highly
maneuverable starfighter adds another exciting dimension to Rebel squadrons. The Star Wars: X-Wing Miniatures Game - A-Wing Expansion Pack
introduces one A-wing miniature with four pilots and five upgrades. Only the most talented pilots belong in an A-wing cockpit as they push the starfighter's
limits in the galaxy's deadliest dogfights!

 Star Wars X-Wing
B-Wing Expansion Pack
by FANTASY FLIGHT

ISBN: 9781616616762
Binding: Unknown 
Series: Star Wars X-Wing Miniatures Game
Publisher: Fantasy Flight Games
Pub. Date: 2013-08-01
Pages: 
Price: $21.50

The B-wing's heavy weapons array and resilient shielding quickly solidified it as the Alliance's most formidable assault fighter. Accordingly, the B-Wing
Expansion Pack for Star Wars: X-Wing Miniatures Game packs a mighty punch! The B-wing can be equipped with a system upgrade for precision targeting
and can wield as many as two torpedoes (including the hard-hitting Advanced Proton Torpedoes), as well as a cannon. These short-range torpedoes can only
fire at enemies within Range 1, but with its five shields and ability to barrel roll, the B-wing is built to get up close and personal in even the thickest of
combats.The B-Wing Expansion Pack contains a stunning miniature at 1/270 scale, a maneuver dial, all necessary tokens, four ship cards, and a devastating
arsenal of five upgrade cards.

 Star Wars X-Wing
Millennium Falcon Expansion Pack
by FANTASY FLIGHT

ISBN: 9781616615352
Binding: Unknown 
Series: Star Wars X-Wing
Publisher: Fantasy Flight Games
Pub. Date: 2012-10-01
Pages: 
Price: $38.00

Fly the legendary Millennium Falcon into fast-paced battles for the fate of the galaxy! The Star Wars: X-Wing Miniatures Game - Millennium Falcon
Expansion Pack allows players to blast through hyperspace with Han, Chewie, Lando, and more. The Millennium Falcon comes with four pilot cards,
fourteen upgrades, and all requisite tokens. New rules expand the X-Wing galaxy to include large ships and modifications. With its pilots, upgrades, and
lovingly detailed miniature, the Millennium Falcon Expansion Pack is a beautiful addition to the X-Wing game!
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 Star Wars X-Wing

Slave I Expansion Pack
by FANTASY FLIGHT GAMES

ISBN: 9781616615369
Binding: Unknown 
Series: Star Wars X-wing
Publisher: Fantasy Flight Games
Pub. Date: 2012-10-01
Pages: 
Price: $38.00

Originally intended as a prisoner transport, the Firespray-31 gained notoriety through association with some of the galaxy's most fearsome pirates and bounty
hunters, including the infamous Boba Fett. The Star Wars: X-Wing Miniatures Game - Slave I Expansion Pack allows players to take advantage of the
Firespray's versatile armament and heavy armor plating, as well as a host of deadly new upgrades. Slave I comes with a detailed miniature, four pilot cards,
thirteen upgrades, and all requisite tokens. New rules and a new mission further expand your games of X-Wing!

 Star Wars X-Wing
Tie Advanced Expansion Pack
by FANTASY FLIGHT

ISBN: 9781616613808
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Fantasy Flight Games
Pub. Date: 2012-07-01
Pages: 
Price: $19.00

A noted improvement on the widely used TIE fighter, this fighter features shielding and better weapons, like lethal cluster missiles. This TIE fighter variant
is produced in very limited numbers and flown only by experienced pilots. The TIE Advanced x1 Prototype was infamously flown by Darth Vader in the
battle of Yavin.Control the legendary Darth Vader or choose from three additional pilots with the TIE Advanced Expansion Pack. Resourceful and merciless,
Vader is so skilled that he performs multiple actions in the same time that other pilots perform one! Upgrade Vader's ship with powerful cluster or
concussion missiles, and demolish even the toughest enemies.

 Star Wars X-Wing
Tie Bomber Expansion Pack
by FANTASY FLIGHT

ISBN: 9781616616779
Binding: Unknown 
Series: Star Wars X-wing
Publisher: Fantasy Flight Games
Pub. Date: 2013-08-01
Pages: 
Price: $19.00

While not as agile or fast as other TIE variants, the TIE bomber is capable of delivering an astonishing payload, and the TIE Bomber Expansion Pack for the
Star Wars: X-Wing Miniatures Game carries enough firepower to destroy virtually any enemy target. Each TIE bomber is capable of carrying two torpedoes,
two missiles, and one bomb. Accordingly, the expansion's five upgrade cards present you with a wide array of armaments, including the punishing Proton
Bombs. You'll also find a striking miniature, a maneuver dial, all necessary tokens, and four talented new pilots.
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 Star Wars X-Wing Miniatures Game Core Set

by FANTASY FLIGHT

ISBN: 9781616613761
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Fantasy Flight Games
Pub. Date: 2012-07-01
Pages: 
Price: $57.00

Star Wars: X-Wing Miniatures Game is a tactical ship-to-ship combat game in which players take control of powerful Rebel X-wings and nimble Imperial
TIE fighters, facing them against each other in fast-paced space combat. Featuring stunningly detailed and painted miniatures, the X-Wing Miniatures Game
recreates exciting Star Wars space combat throughout its several included scenarios. Select your crew, plan your maneuvers, and complete your
mission!Whatever your chosen vessel, the rules of X-Wing facilitate fast and visceral gameplay that puts you in the middle of Star Wars fiercest firefights.
Each ship type has its own unique piloting dial, which is used to secretly select a speed and maneuver each turn. After planning maneuvers, each ship's dial is
revealed and executed (starting with the lowest skilled pilot). So whether you rush headlong toward your enemy showering his forward deflectors in laser
fire, or dance away from him as you attempt to acquire a targeting lock, you'll be in total control throughout all the tense dogfighting action.Star Wars: X-
Wing features three unique missions, and each has its own set of victory conditions and special rules; with such a broad selection of missions, only clever
and versatile pilots employing a range of tactics will emerge victorious. What's more, no mission will ever play the same way twice, thanks to a range of
customization options, varied maneuvers, and possible combat outcomes. Damage, for example, is determined through dice and applied in the form of a
shuffled Damage Deck. For some hits your fighter sustains, you'll draw a card that assigns a special handicap. Was your targeting computer damaged,
affecting your ability to acquire a lock on the enemy? Perhaps an ill-timed weapon malfunction will limit your offensive capabilities. Or worse yet, your pilot
could be injured, compromising his ability to focus on the life-and-death struggle in which he is engaged...The Star Wars: X-Wing starter set includes
everything you need to begin your battles, such as scenarios, cards, and fully assembled and painted ships. What's more, Star Wars: X-Wing's quick-to-learn
ruleset establishes the foundation for a system that can be expanded with your favorite ships and cha ...
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